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I have titled my remarks "A View from the Back 114f the BusAu. I don't
--. _ ,

kif ...44,

knowither I should consider myself fl tered.by being given the opportunity
,x

to have the last word or whether I should be protesting about being again plac9d

at the end of the line. Nevertheless, there are some advantages to befhg the

last.speaklx--at least those who aisagreewAh me won't have a chance for,

, rebuttal. The disadvantage is that as I it listening, I hear many.of the

poi,ts Y want to discuss being discussed by those who proceeds. What I w

miss are the benefits pf their discussions influenced by my reflections.

ever, you may benefit in that I may make my remarks somewhat more brief,

I have been asked to do two things. One is to resent a genftat teaction

to the several papers and discussions we have heard, and the other briefly

4

discuss two additional reading program, both of which have been de*loped cut

I
of a culure specific context. I will not get to that second task"The material

upon which that discussion should have been based reached me at the last minute.
4

I waded through it,'but./ don't really.feel I can give it justice after such

brief attention. Nevertheless, let me simply indicate that both of these 'pro-

grams, one developed by George Cureton and the other by George,and Patricia Sims

with Preston Wilcox, proceed from the assumption that there are content

and ,stylistic characteristics peculiar to the black community which, when

\.,

ropriately represented in the reading materials and ;lading instructional

ractices to which black children are exposed, result/ in more active involvement

in the learning task by these children, and ultimately in acre effective learn-

ing. I don't yet have access to the evaluation data on those programs and can

only-report that the data have been rather enthusiastiaally,received in some of

the black communities.

869 '
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A report on .one of the programs, the Cureton prpgrm,. did reach the news-

, . - ,.

*

papers two or three years ago'when Geprge Cureton and.Kenneth Clark (the latter

' being a strong suppor r of Cureton's work) were called to task for some alleged
.

irregularities in the
,

valuat" d procedure. -Cuteton argues that it das a

political move; I think' Clark.#upports him on that claim. What seems, to have

been in dispute was whether the supplementary strategies utilize' in Connection
, /

with the instructional: procedures were so specific to the evaluation measures

as to have influenced the evaluation outcomes. Available data indicated signi-
a

ficant gains in reading achievement associated with the use of the Cureton.

materials and procedures. In both of these sets of materials, the authors stress

er passive

. ,

motivation, a Live rattier than participation, directive structure in the

learning experience, and reinforcement of appropriate involvement and responses
-t-

on the part of the pupil;

It is my judgment that the assumptions' underlying the development of the

materials arrprobably too, simplistic to address the broad problems in readidg

r"
achievement among black children. However, I do not at all doubt that these

materials can be effectively utilized in the facilitation of reading for some

. ..

children. The' assugaptions seem sound. The,materials and procedures
/
are well

. .

. . ,

.conceived.. The content of the material id culture sensitive. They are a wel-

come addition to the instructional resource pool.

Let me turn to my other assignMent. There are a numbemof problems tha

( .

have been raised by the several interesting papers we have, heard., I shou

identify a few,and'share some of my6iases. There are tie problems th- relate

. 4 1

to the search of a.theory, theories of reading, theories of'instrUct on, theories

of rteding dysfuni4ion, and theories of reading instructional.dys nction!
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There are problems Lhich relate to the understanding of reading as' 9 develop=

mental process, there are problems related to the social context of reading' (

`'end reading instruction, and there are problems that relate to the character- ,
1

.<

A.stics of the persots who are learnidg to read. r

.

,Main our search for theories, it is inte sting that almost all of us has

each a conception of what reading is, or what makes for reading dysfunction,

or how one should go about teaching reading. This may be a reflection of the
/

complex nature of the process itself and the complexities Of the circumstances

. .
. .. .

which influence it: This makes4 it possible for each of vs to look at a piece. f .
. i

of the proceis, or tolook at the whole process frog a particular perspective,
.

and to come up with a slant that makes sense under certain conditions,

Certainly a sear for multiple theories makes more'sense, given the present

. state our knowledge, chan looking for a single. theory. We remember, of,
4.

ourse, that theories are not necessarily facts; they are constructs which enable

us to work more effectively on a problem.', It is in the very nature of tha ,ries

that they be tested and discarded, or tested and reformul4ted, or that they

shoul4 become the basis for organizing the experience, the information or

practice, until they are aisconfirmed.
4

I found the stage theory advanced -by Chall quite interesting and particu-

larly useful in understanding one of the p ems to which I devoted a good bit

of my work., Her identification of the deOoding stage, as different from the

confirmation and fluency stage, and her iteration of the characteristics of the

confirmation stage, permit .vs and her to explain a possible source of difficulty

flOi low status children as they learn to read'. It may bethat the social con-

ditions and characteristics of life for low status people in our society do not

5
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of literacy experiences which are,essential toothe

1

oding skills and the development of fluency in their uset.

to-process in Frederiksen's paper is novel fo'r trying to

Q'tial tasks of reading, but his top-down, orsdown-topi

\
not presented in a sufficiently dis,4ectical form. What

is attention to the dynamic--even protean--nature of the

ional demands and situational characteristics of;Ithfe

even sub-task, have their influences on the process. The

characteristics of one aspect of .the process can influence--even determine--the.

direction of other aspects of the process. Reading, as any other complex pro-
. ,, A

cess, .is likely to be dialectical and interactive rather than unidirectional

and non-variant.

Similarly, Venezky and Massaro's concept of orthographic regularity'and

, its critical function at several stages of reading provides a useful reference

point as we try to yiderstand reading dysfunction in a variety of learners.

In addition, as they point out, the concept provides additional rationale for

phonics instruction; it is not only essential to learning to decode, but, in

concert with habit formation, is a central feature of anticipation,and pre-
.

diction in rapid word recognition.

Additional contributions to theory appear in other papers which I shall

not cite. ,The problem is that none of these theories is complete. Some address

reading as a process, some address instruction, and some address dysfunctions

in both. Noi only do we need to continue this theoretical work to fill in the

gaps, but we also very greatly need more synei.gistd.c formulations, building

upon comp;ementarities between the postulates. I.think it was 1Fisher who

a
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. r -
spoke of the synthesis of "models as an alternative to the development of

additional competing models'. It may be beyond ray own capacities to do so, but

one of the outcomes of this series of conferences might well be that of .

generating.mbre complete micro and macro theoretical systems from the many

contributioils to theory produced by our collectilve efforts.

Several of the papers introduce, suggedc, or at least imply reaping as a
I
developmental pr.cessr. Chall describes the stages through which the process

\
passes esgoldand Perfetti,'Sticht, and Frederiksen are among those. who

,discuss discrete-processes or process sequences inyolved in-the development

of reading prbficiency. All of'this is useful work, However, ghe neglected
4.

problem as I see it has to do with the relationship of skill to competence.

-What is the role of skill acquisition ,in the development of competence? What

is the relationship of skill training to the facilitation of competence? And,

maybe of even more importance, what is the relation of skill development to the

functional and, satisfying expression of competenCe?

Now, I think Beck-and Block approached that issue, but they did not fully

engage it. It appears that the Goodmans also were speaking to this issue. In

their paper which beautifully reflects` the humanistic traditions of education,

tt

they set forth an approach to teaching which, when it works, should result in

learning as 'a joyful experience, and in 'my logical scheme, sti4ld result in:

enthusiastic-expression and utilization of what is learned. Even more important,

the approach from the beginning seems to be cqncerned'w ith Making what is, learned

an exten sion of one's self and a reflection of that which is natural to human

societies. They see themselves eacilitatingAinguisticoompetence without

necesgarily-stressing.skill mastery. Goodman's,question to- Holland was, I

J.
a

7
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,
believe, "Is there something about language which makes the behavioral approach

partibularly appropriate?" This seemed to me a rhetorical question. It'was not

simply an expression of Gobdmanis impatience with behav rists, but was also

an expression of concern that the way in which skills are developed and the

excess (and even sometimes destructive baggage which accompanies that) may get

in ihe way of the development and satisfying expression of competence.

All of us no,doubt agree that we have to learn how to do things before we

develop facility for doing them, and certainly before we derive joy from.the

expression of them. Yet, in our approach to this developmental problem, we

gem to be giving very little attention to the possibility that efficient

mastery training may be counterproductive to'satisfying competence expression.

We may be dealing with a contradictory paradox. Let me return to Goodman for

a moment. It is my view that the approach to the facilitation -Of riarning that

he discusses will probably be effeltive for many children who come to school

prepared and ready for academic,reinforcement of the academic socialization

process which has begun at home. Now, i`ait mean to demean his work, but

many of these children cannot help but learn aslong as the efforts of the school

are positive or at least benign. Nevertheless, we are worried about reading in

part because there are too many children who are not adequately taught to read.

They come disproportionately from low status families which, with a high degree

of,regularity, send them to school poorly prepared and lacking in readiness for

traditional approaches to acadeMic reinforcement. They need academic habili-

tation if mainstream academic and social competence is to be our goal for them.

r-- .

Now, aa we try to facilitate, develop, or train for skill mastery in these
/ N q

children, what do we know about the relationship of such skill mastery and the
,--

8.
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way it is developed to their ultimate achievement of competece'and the-

satisfying expression of that competence? If we recognize reading to be a

developmental process, then we must worry more about the dialectical relation-

ship of skill mastery at one stage to the development and expression of eompe-

tence at the next stage.

Another problem relating to reading as a developmental process involves

the development of automaticity as an expression of skill or as,the foundation

for competence. Several of the authors have referred to it. It is generally

treated as' if it were a naturally occurring phenomenoit.We-trave-nor yet
4

determined how automaticity is developed, of what it is
P

composed; and, the fate

of these component elements. I suggest that this is an important_ unsolved

problem, not so much for those Who develop automatic readingb9aviors, but for

understanding those who,do not. We certainly cannot look at automatic behavior,

and determine how it de4elops or what remedial steps should be taken to

facilitate it.

I often recall an experience that. Stella Chess, a child psychiatrist who

supervised my training in psychotherapy, recounted about a little girl whom she

was treating who had a number of phobias associated with some physidal handi-

caps she had. The little girl had cerebral palsy and had some residual'weak-

ness in her left arm. Stella was including among her evidence Of phobic

behavior the youngster's gieat difficulty and unwillingness to learn to do a

simile task that children do--to bounce a ball and throw one's right foot over

it. For some time Stella simply thought that this was another expression cif

this young girl's general anxieties until one day when she as on a playground

watching some younger children playing, she noted, that some of them were learning

9
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how to do this task. ,She noted that to learn it you hold on with your left'

hand before starting to effect mastery with your right hand and right foot.

Oncethe behaviOr was mastered in the youngster, that support was no longer

necessary. What Stella realized was that in the process of learning this task,

her patient, whose failure.to master the task she had attributed to'phobic

reactions, was actually unableto master it becaUse of the real physical

, .

`handicap on her left side.
(

t _

If one looked only at the terminal behavior, one missed the sub-behaviors

that are" apart of the developmental process. I ask, thin, with respect to

reading, what are the developmental micro componenps of a macro process we

recognize as automaticity? And, what is the rela ship of mastery or failure

to master those micro components to the spontaneoIus o directed develOpment of .

automaticity?

There are problems related to the social context of reading and reading

instruction. Except for the paper by Stiuy in 4hich differential language

systems are discussed in their ret4tion to reading instruction and'the Freder-

iksen paper where reference is made to possible sources of inference inter-
,

ference, we hem given little attention to the social context of reading. As

important as are our more technical analyses of the reading process, I simply

must mention in, passing that reading instruction, learning to read, and reading.

behavior ell occur in situations which support, interfere, or are neutral with
orr

respect to the phenomenon. I don't have the hard datato support the observe-

tions, but as I move around the country looking at school programs, children do

seem to learn to read in institutions where it is clear that they are expected

to learn and where there is support to the behaviors which underlie reading

10
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competence. In some schools reading is the thing to do; in other schools you
N.

dare not be caught dead reading.' I think these situational differences are

important.

One of my students, studying reading in'mildly retarded subjects, has

-

generated dJta which show relatively low relationships between intelligence
w

test scores as well as scores o; Bender Gestalt Test and scores on tests
\

of reading achievement. His data show, on the other hand, a considerably higher
it

relationship between the degree of support in the home for reading and reading

achievement. In other words, the testscores did not predict reading achieve-

ment while the home environment ratings did so quite well.

When Birch studied all of the tan-year-Old children in Aberdeen, Scotland,

,

he found a better correspondence between reading achievement and support for

reading in the home than between neurologic and health conditions and reading

achievement. Neurologic impairment and poor health were weaker correlates of

reading dysfunction than was absence of support for schooling in the home.

Ogbu, an anthropologist out on the West Coast, reports low level involve -

went and achievement in reading and other academic subjects among pupils who
,

'view the post-school opportunity structure as stacked against thetlf, Children

who perceive little reward opportunity associated with mastery of the task,

shaked law level involvementand limited mastery.

Wilkerson reports indigenous decoding skills demonstrated in natural

settings which are superior to decoding skills demonstrated in school among

black youth in Harlem and Bedford Styvesant. Williams reports black,children

performing superior to white children when the\decoding task involves a symbol

system specific to the black community.

I

V
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I use, the reference'to Anthony Wallace ..so often that I am really embarras'sed.

t to use it again. However., it is re levant here, so let me simply mention it.

m 4

Wallace talks about the relationship between the purpose of schooling and what

actually happens in schooling in different phases of societal development.

He sees the purposes o schoolinglas involving the deVelopment of intellect, :

the development of morality, and the debelopment of skill-. He has described,

three developmental stages through which societies pass: the-revolutionary

phase, the conservation phase, a nd the reactionary phase. Prioiity with respect

to educational- purpose is assigned in relation to which phase is "ominant in

the society. In.the revolutionary phase, highest priority is given to morality,

with intellect and skill following thereafter. In the conservation phase, skill

is most emphasized., follo.C.ed by morality, and intellectual development is:last.

Wallace suggests that in societies ih the reactionary phase, moral development,

which by that time has become primarily concerned with the maintenance or law

and order, is at the iop of the list. There is same attention given to skill

and relatively no attention given to intellect. Whit Wallace does not'talk_about,
.

though, is that in any society different segments of that society are in different

phases ofEheir development so that you may have some segments of the pbpulation

1which are in the revolutionary phase, some in the conservation phase, and some

in the reactionary phase. If ybu have a person in your school system now whose

phase of decielopment is different from the phase of society, and therefore the

. .

.

purposes-for which they use-the school are different from the purposes to which

the society maintains the school, you/Rave the kind of disjuncture which inter-

.

fetes with the natur).of the involvement of the youngster in the educative

procesS. There may be a misfit between instititutioral and personal purpose

12 .

1/4
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phonetic decoding processes Alan mentioned and, at the same time, use the kind of

process Ken Goodman descried, often within the same period of time and seemingly

without apparent harm to the child.

Shirla McClain,

to get applications for

laboratory, that does lit asic research, but .that does. a lot more'
,,

'

p

me here a lot more skeptical. She came expecting

4

actice. I am llocated in the kind of educational

instructional "engineering to app tentative solutions in real settings.' On the

basis of reedi4 your memos and
4

streets, I felt th

as many applicable ideas as I have found here.

t there would' ot be nearly

I am pleased to know that it.is'happening. I have been to a few conferences

that have research applications as a goal, and it didd't occur. (So I/d like tozt

compliment Lauren and Phyllis on the selection of the presenters. Evidently,,

that has a lot to do with the success.

Now, I would like to talk about some' .14% the things that I think I could put

n a big chart on the wall and wsay, "Applicable," but wait a ltttle wait

for theoutcomes of the data to see if the synthesis, that is obviously needed

will be forthcoming. Thus, we can learn, pass it.on to mit rial selection
f

committees, and =e a better way of selecting, reading programs

kinds of learner

Teachers ar success 'oriented. .There' are teachers

seventh g o do what they' have always been 'successful

how many repetitions Ehey decide children need, that's whht-/

They have not moved from that point.

or ifferent

now, through

in doing. No matter

they do for children.

: A
And they,have,been rewarded in that,_

because of what iS 'measured in terms of the cognitive Process' called

= :=

comprehension is the ability to answer Some questions abd4t a paragraph. That is

20-
p

(
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relate to schools,and teachers, come back to New 'fork with me -and obs vs the -.

0

struggle" there.

41 Let me move on to the problems related to the characteristics ,of those

Who are learning to read. The papels by Bateman, Beck and 'Block, by ftsher, by
; /

Frederiksen, and by Shuy are particularly relevant to the issues here. Although

we must be careful to avoid the political problems involved as tie group children

I
who are.hanaicapped by naturally occurring conditions, such-as physical

mental defects, and those that are ttandiPapped,by deprived conditions, that is,

social disadvantagement or opportunity denied, noneth4ss, the prOblems are

those Which are associated with the characteristics and the conditiont of

children who are trying, to learn,to read. I must express by appreciation to

Barbary, Batman for introduciniinto this discussion a concern fOr Attribute

,treatment interaction. I completely agree with her that we premaprely wrote

of that concept and that it is deserting of additional attention and recon-
.

ceptualization. I-must also call attention to Fisher's efforts at introducing

idiosyncratic response tendencies i the discussiOn--I wish he had discussed

it more--and to Holland for his discussion of behavioral analysis, particularly

if he is milling to include behavior settings as phenomena of equal importance

to behavior itself and equally in need of analysis. These authors are striking

at what I considerto be the heart of the problems of learning dysfpnction.

There is no question but that learners var;-1-Tbng a broad continuum and in a

variety of ways. Some of the variance exceeds the limits of what w.ecall normal.

Whether normal or abnormal, the relevant variance in the characteristics of

.schooling seems to be too narrow to accommodate the variance in our pupils. It

is in the achievement,of a higher degree of complementarity betwev'learnersi
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functional qaracteristics and the resources supportive of learning and avail-
.

able in schools that I place my hopes for making schoojing more effective.

I-want to refer to the wort of some of our (I call the psychoeducational

. optimists} and then we cell go on to another, issue. I refer yOuto ,ferry Brunner

who asserts that almost anything can `be taught to almost anyone if the learning

experience is appropriately desigged. I refer to Jack Carroll_and to the

elaboration of his concept by,Ben Bloom who assert that aptitude is a function

of time spent in a set of behaviors or encounters appropriate to the task to

be learned. Irefer, oecourse, to Joe Hunt who asserts that the problem of

pedagogy is the problem of the appropriate match between the characteristics of

the learne and the characteristic of the learning experience. There are others.,
. °

of course,. but let us move on.

I don't' realty wpt to apologia for speaking from no data, but I should

admit that what I say f e on is completely based onionculatioil. Most

of the papers presented at this conference have -been data based. According to

our tradition, that makes them more respectable. However, it may be that thismore

heavy emphasis on data and validation limits our work. Quantification and

validation, at some stages. of the generation of ::nowiedge and understanding, may

be dysfunctional. I had the experience not,so long ago of sitting with a group

of scholars who were trying to draw inferences from the massive review that

Sheldon White did of the research and eyiluation studies of early intervention

in the development of children. After about three days of work, we concluded,

among other things, that the problems we were confronted with were t cotplex

. to depend Upon available quantitative data to inform public policy. We agreed

reluctantly that the honest.judgrent of wise people may be a better basis. tie
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also agreed that too healkty a dependence on que4tifiCation may'bIind us_to the

*

great value of tpu e of clinical analysis of csone or'a few 'cases and the' analytic

r,-t 4

and synergistic use of the human.brain aeresearch tools. Without detailing our

arguMene, I simply want to sug$ th4 in-ptir Current stage of developMeni, a

careful applicatlIon of selected.sspect pf that knowledge to individual cases

-a .

of developing readeA--ie

k >,

reading instruction occurs,

xt

y prove

=

' can then be subje&ted to alidation.

I believe that t

in which their reading develops and their

productive of promising hypothebes which

e variance velin0 in learners,

situations is so eat at to mate-lildividual and small

'I believe that the existin and traditional ways of gro4-
, essential. Fur

ing learners for study are dysfunCtional. We are

n treatments, and in

scale clinical work

uped by race, by sex, by

social class, by age, by IQ, et cetera; all these s us'indicators which are

syMbaIteL4I-somefUnctional.procesdes which we assure to be peculiar to these

groups. If we mustgroup,'why not group by,the fun

-determined to, exist and thougheto be. important?
4.g

oral characteristics, .

.10
Now, among these are things that we have talked about: cognitive style,

>

rate of information processi"hg, rate of habituation, nature of motivation,

,

direction and strength o nterest and aspiration, either presence or absence

of fynctional.operatiorrs related to reading or whatever is to be taught, or by

something,' call affective response tendencies. Birch, Thomas, and Chess called,

them aspects of,temperimentall things like activity level, approach withdrawal,
,:- ..

,.". .,

adaptability, intensity of reaction, and so forth. I am simply mentioning that
.

theig functional aspeOts Of behavior may be more informative with respect to

_design of educational experience than. the status variablts that we have used to

4 4

a
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group youngsters. Such grouping, or more important, the treatments which are

applied, require not an.Asessment of tke status, but an assessment of the

function or the proceis, and this function or process data should have greater

capacity for ifforming instruction than do the usual status data.

. .
.

When we talk about the analysis of process, this cannot' be adequately done
\ . Q n .

,without the concur Tent anaiygia.of the context--that.is the situati* of which

the behavioral process is a part. In this analysis, what-the teacher dpes,

,
what the class, requires, what the situation permits, what the conditions support,i .. . .

P .

what the climate expects, are important,partS' of the analysis of the way in
-..

`,., .

which the individual is functioning. When a learning experienCe it prescribed
1. s

on the basis of this kind of analysis, a contradiction between:what Ken Goodman
tt,

is talking about and what some of the rest` of you have beer; expressing subsides,

sinoesome children's data /ill indicate that Goodman's approach to their
.

.

/*
education is appropriate. I hope that be willing to accept that somec-

other children may neecPother approaches based upon analYzell and demonstrated

-need.
0

This conference is supported by monies allocated for a major study of

.compensatory education. We have not talked a great deal about that topic.

-

ather, we have tried to begin an examination of what we know about readidg and

.
.

'411P.....-

reading inseruction. Some of us ,have 'naturally focused on `the children who, have
v

2

,been served less Well, but it is the problem of reading, reading dysfunction,

reading instruction, and reading instructional dysfunction that we must under-

itan before we turn to the application of that know dge to compensatory
,

.

educe : * AA
. . . s

.. \
r

However, this concern that those problems related to the characteristics
,

17
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of learners and t eir context of learni enable us to grasp the'two concerns.
. , .

, . r

the problem of equal y of educational opportunity in this county)
,

I believe th

is a prob emynich involves the .urturance of diversity And the achievement of

..,-
, .

4!

social, Sustice. We may be failing to educate large numbers of'Iow status ccilidren

. .

because we have not sufficiently achieved the "match" that Joe Hunt talks about,
% we*

between the.functional character4stics and needs Of,these yoU6isters and"the

educational treatments available to them. The task imposed on nurturance by

the diversity of hu4anscharacteristics--in this instance, Aucatton--is tie

diversification of treatments. We may not yet know completely how, to do'that.

Yet, I see the raw materials wiin....which to work in the diversity .of conceptions

. . .

and strategies reflected in the excellent papers4and discussions of this con-

If r .

fertoce. /f,each of us no 'longer has ^to prove that he of she has the universal
. . .

'

of generic treatment, but that in our collectiVity.we realize that we have a

diversified armormentarium which now needs to be specified to the. needs and

chaiecteristics of specific types of,learners andto specific situations, we
(le

may have begun to move closer to the improveMent of reading and to Ow develop-
.

ment \f social justice.

4

J

is

AR..--4.,"3

"4.
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'COMMENTS BY HARRIET WILLIS

RESNICK: I 'know Harriet Willis has been saving up some comments fbr

would like to call can her.

..WILLIS: Unfortunately, every one of my remarks is likely to be redundailt, given

the excellent job the discOssants have done, but I think I can contribute by

J

885

I

'adding to what has been said from the persperve of a practitioner.

I have'been in 30. schbol districts in the last three' years--not 3Q schoOls,

dut 30 school districts--doing different kinds of things. As a preaMble to the

comments I am going to make, I wollid like to use the Ausabelian concept of an

advance organizer. I am not sure that it got into the discussion at all that

that haye 32 to.37 kids in ,them 'withthere are a number of classrooms out there

one teacher and one set, Of read_ curriculoF materials. That's ttie organize;

7
for by comments. The applications of the thingS discussed here didn't seem to be

for that kind of/classroom.

For example, Lillian Harrison's presentation

is not related to %hat kind of' classroom;

.4111111

of what goes on in her school

the kind I have seer a loi.oik

recently. When wetalk about the role of ,the teacher/ particularly in the

crowde ,classroom, we need to be a lot more specific concerning the fthuman'\

charactegistics that Ken Goodman gave SoMe of .us who work in teacher

training would like tp know a little, bit more about how to do that with teachers.

.14

Back to something,that Jay said earlier. Fortunately, teachers are,/ not

nearly, as dichotomous in the way they practice as are researchers and theorists.

It'seems as though the teachers, who I will describe as effective; the teachers

who ',produce measureable effects, based. on the inadequate measures, use the

12
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phonetic decoding processes Alan mentioned and, at the same time, use the kind of

Pi.oce4d Ken Goodman descried, often within the same period of time and seemingly
.40(

without apparent harm to the child.

. unlike Shirla McClain, me here a lot more skeptical. She came expecting
,

to get applications for actice. I am ,located in the kind of educational

laboratory, that does lit asic research, but that does a lot more

instructional 'engineering to app tentative solutions in real settings:* On the

4

basis Of reaghk your memos and abstracts, I felt that there would not be nearly

as many applicable ideas as I have found here.

'
*At

irro

I am pleased to know that it.is'happening. I have been to a few conferences

that have research applications as a goal, and it cidd't occur. (So Pd like to

compl-iment Lauren and Phyllis on the selection of the presenters. Evidently,,

that has a lot to do with the success.

Now, I would like to talk about some' ,i)f the things that I think I could put

on a big chart on the wall and say, "Applicable," but wait a lilt/e while; wait

for the outcomes of the data to see if the synthesis, that is obviously needed

will be be fort.hcoming. Thus,. we can learn, pass it.on to mat rial selection

committees, and 4e a better way of selecting reading programs or ifferent.

kinds of learner .

Teachers a suocess 'oriented. There are teachers now, right through

seventh grate--,-- do what they'have always been successful in doing. No matter

how many repetitions they decide children need, that's whhtithey do for children.

,s A

They have not moved from that point. 'And they have been rewarded in that,_

.
.

because of what ig 'measured in terms of the cognitive process' called

.
.

r

cpmprehension is the ability to answer some questions abait a paragraph. That is

r .

2O
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the thrust of ;lost tests.

I am not sure how many people here also dp teacher training, but that group

probably needs to be represented, because the teacher training institutions need

887

to getsome of the messages, even about the tentative list of'outcomes that can
k

be applied.

. We can probably also ao a lot' more with promoting listening te,havior,

especially for those children who are not being successful. We canyinclude mire

listening,activities for those children who are not being successful with reading

activities, at the same time 'that they are attempting to acquire the set of
I

subskills in reading.

4 Finally, I would like to say something that, I guess, relnforces, or at

least agrees with, a number of Edmund Gordon's concerns. Some political op

socio-political action certainly is necessary tosee that-the changes take place..

Many pr6ctices you described here are not nearly as far along in the field as

7oxr research indiCates.

r.

S.
You h'ave mooed from looking at decoding to whatever comes between that and,

flUent reading, but Sixth-grade teachers, and I take that as a kind of a place

whe1i,e we' ought to see that happen, have not done it nearly as much.

hnd finally,

adminikrat rs,

pebple.

rePreden 0 tha group.

somebody needs to train the decision makers in the system, the

the ,teacher ti-ainers, the curricului specialists, all of those

P rhaps having Shirla here helps with "that process, at least she

HOLLAND: Mp comment is prompted in pare by Samuels' remarks. I would predict

that if you do a breakdown, you won't find those 33% evenly distributed

21 t c
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.throughout the school system. They will be clustered within certain schools.

Numerous scholars, halk raised an issue in this regard that is critical to the

objective of these conferences; but it is a perspective that has nit been

included /here. Many claim simply that the schools'are doing exactly what the

'schools are supposed to do.. The schools are preparing people for their niches in

a stratified society.

The role of school system in rural Mississippi is not necessarily to get its

students to rise to a nigher socio-economic strata. It's designed to give them

the impression that they halee the chance to go up the ladder, so that when they

don't, they will settle in normally to their sharecropping or similar task. The

schools play a role in maintaining stratification within soeiety. Schools

"succeed" very well in doing that. They art failing in meeting the actual

objective. The goals of a lot of kids, within those school districts, are quite

different from the goals those school districts set. If we realticre serioud-

about doing something about getting everybody to read, that's the p Obis° we haveINv

to deal with.

-\
Samuels pointed out

I.

the tools to do it,

primarY'objective of the

social stratification.

People who-should have been invited to the conference to deal with that

problem are Michael Katz (a historian), Carney.(a historian), Paul'Lanter and

Samuel BOWles.(an economist). The have/all written extensively on this pioblem.

Goodman should be invited back,,I t ink he is addressinrthis problem also. 'I

would also include Norman Balbanian an,eduCational techndlogist, who spent time

in Cuba and thereby knowledgeab' about 14.pw a poor. xmderdeveloped country could

that we aleady can teach kids to read; we already have

and we are,not doing it.s. I thirik the reason is that the

schools is not literacy; the objective is to maintain

16 t/
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quickly end illiteracy after a socialist revolution.

889

SAMUELS: When I began my talkpI said there was one group that- I. thought might
) , .

07...,1

'belie been invited to this fta, drence: people in, organizational change. They.

would be able to-help us bring about the kinds, of changes in schools that I have

been referring to. They are not reading people, but they are the kinds of people
A er

1

Who know something about how to get successful programs ipreading. transferrdd

from one location into another.

BATEMAN: I don't know whether this is true or not, but possibly if we turned the

matter over to the courts, then the question.of why the schools aren't teaching

children to read would no iOnger matter. The question then would be "What is the

most efficient way to enable the.schools to do what the courts have mandated they

must do?"

So I go back and forth between being very curious about why we refuse to

teach kids to read, when, in factp we do know how, and being very impatient with

myself for being so academic about it. I tell myself, "Get on with suing the

schools."

HOLLAND: Speaker requested that his comments be deleted.

HARRISON: The first day I asked Dr. Chall whether we were really interested in

this reading problem, and she gave me a long dissertation about why we are here.

I bought some of it, but now I, too, am wondering why we are really here, because

we already have the solutions. I wonder if we just reall? need to get to the

business of implementing them.

2
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When 'heard the first esker, I felt very comfortable with my "slides and

everything else. I-have a of of work to do,there. I.feel that I can take a lot

back with,me from what Dr. Beck and others have said. She gave ,us a 1(4 o

things that can really be used in a classroom.

With Chall, I wonder if we need all of that decoding. I think we need s

of it, and I think you saw that we use it in some of the things we do a my,

school. But I am more inclined to agree with Dr. Goodman pn his functional:

aspect. I think .the childrenineed to be taught from that angle. Btt I iffer

somewhat with him, because I think we"can't control the environment, so don't

say let's not do anything about it. I think we neek7me of what Sanne is

I think that we need a little help.as practitioners in two very special

areas. But first I think you need to get Dr. Goodman and some othersto give us
(, t

some models/for observing, monitoring, and doing the kinds of things e believes

in, coupled with what Jeanne said about the need for decoding.i/We need the

skills, but we also need a set of guidelines a practitioner can use to decide

when to do this or that or how to put it together. I don't think we addressed

talking about, coupled with what Ken J.0 talking about.

ourselves to this at this conference. I think we talked abOut the decoding on

one side and the functional reading on the other side, but we never did really

put them together. And this is what we need to do in the classroom.

I think it's a utopia that you are talking abOut, Ken, and I would' like

"relch that utopia.

I also see some other.factor's that Dr. Gordon brought out, home., factori.
%

Jay, I think you %brought some of tho out too. We have parents who say that

because they don't see a lot of decoding in the classroom, in the ghetto, maybe

24
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their "kids are not getting what other kids have. They're thinking, "Maybe this

is what we need, because we want to funetnn like them."

On Mother hand, we are saying that we need what Ken is talking about, so

we need two of them operating almost at the dame time. But we need some

models, that will have been tested.

It k that Venezky might have something that can help us in this, as he

develops sings in his area.

I have gotten a lot out of this conference. I came here with the idea that

what was happening wasn't good. I was going to try something, because,I knew

decoding, by itself, wasn't the answer and just functional readihg wasn't it

either, sod tried to put it together in my own way.

r--
.

I am going back now, because I dop't like the basal method, and I don't like

all of what Ken is .proposing, so I am going to try to come up with something that

is functional and workable in my situation and, maybe, this can be a model for

other areas.

Because I think we need to take a look at programs that are ,really getting

:things' over to boys and girls and draw from those.programs things that are good.

I missed that allittle bit here, and I don"t know if it was by design or what.

RESNICK: Well, let me comment on that. There were many possible, things to

include. I thought it would, probably not be useful to disduss problems of

organizational dynamics--I don't know what else to call it--at the same time as

we ,tried 'to discuss the details of what people do when they read and the fine

grain of the pedagogy of our work.
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But it was with reluctance that Phyllis and I left out Some' of the things

you are talking about.

HARRISON: What.is.th pplication: thought? What we say can stay in this room,

wafts,. we 'tomehoW get of her.2.4,

RESNICK: There is some thought about the fact that it would be nice' to address

the issuekof institutional organization, so that we don't have whateI would call

.structural illiteracy, which I think we have in the same way that we have

structural unemployment in this society. For that, we. would have to get the

approprlate groups of people together, and I hope it's something we can do later.,

It was a conscious decision not to make it part, in a scholarly way, of this set
*

9f meetings. .I am glad it has come ip though, and I hope it comes up over and

over again, so that in the record that we leave behind, we make it clear that we

do understand that those aspects are important. We won't solve the 'problem 'by'.

doing, that, but, at least, we will not go aw- believing that just by having made

our pronouncements, we are going to chant- the world.

HARRISON: I wish that you and o rs could really come into a situation and work

on the scene and develop some of your ideas. I get a feeling that when you work

/

in your laboratopyl you are really getting your own stuff together, going 'around

and around in the.same circle. Maybe if you could see things from a different

ang le, you would come up with pomethink-that is really good.

BLOCK: I want to address two points of concern. The first one is a difficult

problem that I haven't really thought through, yet, sb I will just sort of throw /

.

it out. It has to do with the nature of supporting evidence to be used for

26
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making dlopers' 'decisiorfs when yOu design a reading program or when you are
qk

. .

designing,a condition of learning for reading. We do have a knowledge.base from

basic and semi- applied kinds of research in the'Ed. Psych. journals end some of

the reading publications, but we are neve quite sure the current knowledge base

is relevant, or to what degree it is relevant, to our development problem. That

suggeststhe need for some decision-oriented research, formulated directly in the

context. of the kinds of decisions that teachers and program developers need to

make.

I haven't doneany kind of survey wh re I could extract *instructional

prescriptions that might come from the mere basic.research and compare them to
A ,

the decision points in actual instructi2nal'ipractice, but it seems to me that's a

kind of that needs to be bridged.

The second point of concern is in'relation to Jay's comments regarding die

-\fact .processes charge as a function of task conditions. I think that I

would like to see us becothing able to move beyond that/at the present time 4xt, a

point where you can say that you can have one set of task conditions in which you

have these kinds of processes and another set in which- the processes\ are

qualitatively diff4rent. I think the questions that need to be looked at are:

Which set are optimal yr which condit4ons, and how do you get the childto adapt

this processing; how do you get him to makp the decision as to how he should

process something so that the outcome is appropriate ti the task demands? That's

where I would ,like to sort of see that notion moving, and perhaps it is doing

that to some extent in Chuck's research with the contrasting analyses.

g
SAMUELS: Can you give me an example?

;

27"
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BLOCK: Well, I can only cite spelling. Forpxample, you ask a child to spell a

word. Now, the child has to know whether he or she an directly recall that word

7/
from his or her memory, or whether the task requires going through a more

conscious kind of trial and error procedure, where the child writes the word a

couple of times and then tries to recognize it. Now, how do we develop that

consciousness, and that ability to make Nose decisions? I have noted a very

simple ex'ample; things get more complex when you -consider "adaptation of

comprehension processes. But I would like to see not only that the processes

4 [-

are, but when certain sets need to be done, and hcw the kid is able to !hake thbse

decisions correctly,

oft

RESNICK: Lillian, I-feel obLied to set 4e, record straight by saying that the

pure sense, thatI was in *s a tenth grade chemistrylast laboratory, in a

laboratory, and we didn't

I do spend a lot of time.

get along well then. So classrooms are the places that

V

GORDON: Karen, that was one of the problems a group of us were trying to address

when we looked at ,Shep's work, I think the search for a definitive research

methodology may be futile.) I think this is probably a point where human judgment

comes in, where one looks at a variety of pieces of data, and begins to try to

aggregate the inferences from those various datapools to arrive at a conclusion.

.

RESNICK: Well, I would like to,declare this first session

offidially

CONFERENC4 CONCLUDED

the conference

28


